
After a magnificent ride up l’Alpe
d’Huez, Floyd Landis came within 89
seconds of the leader Oscar Pereiro
after the 15th Stage of the 2006 Tour de
France. During Stage 16, another steep
ride, Landis “bonked” and fell an insur-
mountable 8 minutes behind Pereiro.

In one of the most epic rides ever
seen in cycling, Landis sprinted solo
on the 120 km, mountainous 17th
Stage to come within 30 seconds of
Pereiro. During Stage 19 he took the
overall lead for good, affording him
the opportunity to drink champagne
under the Arc de Triomphe in Paris
wearing the “malliot jaune” or yellow
jersey worn by all Tour de France
champions.

A short time later, Tour officials noti-
fied Landis that his urine sample was
positive for a banned performance
enhancing substance. A second sample
taken the same day as the first was then
tested and found also to be positive.
Currently, the United States Anti-Dop-
ing Authority is in charge of the appeal
filed by Landis to clear his name and
allow him to reclaim his “malliot jaune.”

Also in 2006, world-class sprinter
Marion Jones tested positive for
banned substances after competing in
the USA Tack and Field Champi-
onships in Indianapolis. Her second
sample tested negative, and her name
was cleared.

Major League Baseball lacked
robust testing for performance enhanc-
ing drugs prior to the 2006 Champi-
onship Season. Barry Bonds, the
current holder of the single season
home run record and second on the list
to Hank Aaron for career home runs,
remains mired in controversy concern-
ing his alleged use of anabolic steroids.

Cheating by Researchers
While all these allegations of “cheat-
ing” swirled around the world of
sports, the Journal of the American
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Anti-doping of Clinical IT
Medical Association (JAMA), among
others, faced serious charges of undis-
closed conflicts of interest among
authors published in the Journal. In
one article published in JAMA advo-
cating the continued use of antide-
pressants in pregnant women, a
majority of the authors were paid
consultants or lecturers for the phar-
maceutical company that manufactured
the antidepressant drug mentioned in
the study. According to a July 2006
editorial in The New York Times, this
financial arrangement was not disclosed
to the editors of JAMA because the
authors believed it not to be relevant.

Ironically, in an article published in
JAMA in 2005, Wears and Berg criti-
cized much of the research work that
evaluated clinical decision support
and clinical information technology
tools stating, “grading oneself was the
only factor that was consistently asso-
ciated with good evaluations.”

The entire basis of clinical deci-
sion support and effective use of clin-
ical information technology tools is
focused on reliable, accurate, and
honest evidence-based medicine.
Clinicians rely on and trust these
tools as the database of clinical
knowledge that they use to heal their
patients. Clinician adoption of clini-
cal decision support is based on the
belief that the embedded clinical
content is accurate, defensible, and
free of bias. Any whiff of “cheating”
around these tools or the clinical
content they contain puts the adop-
tion of clinical information technol-
ogy at great risk.

Conflict of Interest Is Not New
Conflict of interest, bias, and cheating
by researchers is not a new problem.
Unfortunately, the increasing depen-
dence of researchers and institutions
on private funding creates great temp-
tation, whether conscious or not, for

the research to reflect a predetermined
outcome consistent with the expecta-
tions of the funding source. Peer
review of articles for academic jour-
nals works fairly well at identifying
research worthy of publication, but
performs less well at identifying cheat-
ing among researchers.

Much valuable research is funded
by entities other than the government
and independent foundations, so ban-
ning private funding of research is
both a short-sighted and unworkable
solution. Instead, a strong and power-
ful deterrent must be put in place to
strongly discourage cheating and lack
of full disclosure by investigators.

Anti-doping Policy Needed
As doping is fundamentally contrary to
the spirit of sport, dishonesty in
research is contrary to the spirit of
medical research. An “anti-doping”
policy modeled loosely upon that cre-
ated for sport by the World Anti-Dop-
ing Agency must be developed for
clinical research published in peer
review journals. Of course, clinical
research and IT issues are far removed
from the factors that impact sports, but
the key tenets are the same: ethics,
excellence, and fairness.

The decade-long drop in crime in
the United States, according to law
enforcement officials, is due mostly to
deterring crime rather than catching
more criminals. To reduce the preva-
lence of cheating in research, journals
require a powerful deterrence factor
that motivates authors to police them-
selves. To be effective, this deterrence
factor requires cooperation from the
research institutions, as employers and
supporters of these investigators.

Any anti-doping research policy
must allow researchers to maintain
relationships with various funding
sources and influential partners. At
the same time, the policy must strong-
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ly motivate the researchers to accurate-
ly and fully disclose all conflicts of inter-
est to journal editors, peer reviewers,
and readers. Therefore, the following
principles should be part of any clinical
research anti-doping policy:
• All researchers must submit a 

conflict-of-interest declaration
with the submission of their
research for publication.

• All journals must subscribe to a
standard, comprehensive disclo-
sure form used for a conflict-of-
interest declaration.

• Any researcher found to know-
ingly hide information of finan-
cial ties to an entity that is
relevant to the research presented
for publication, or falsify any por-
tion of the declaration, should be
subsequently banned from
appearing in that publication and
all other publications that sign on
to the “anti-doping” policy.

• In addition, guilty researchers
should be negatively sanctioned
by their affiliated institution with
possible actions including loss of
academic tenure, demotion, or
termination of employment.

• A just and reliable process is
required to ensure that all
researchers charged with “dop-
ing” receive robust due process.

• A non-profit private entity
should be formed by journal
publishing companies, academic
institutions, government, and
other interested parties to both
monitor this issue while func-
tioning as the independent enti-
ty that ensures due process and
responds to appeals by
researchers who disagree with
any levied sanctions.

As clinicians rely increasingly on
clinical content presented through
clinical information technology tools,

the validity of the information pre-
sented and utilized by these clinicians
becomes ever more critical. Only
through a transparent process of vet-
ting clinical content can clinicians
learn to trust the clinical decision sup-
port and the underlying information
technology tools deployed for their
use. Failure to prevent doping by clin-
ical researchers in published research
undermines efforts to make clinical
decision support a commonplace tool
used by clinicians to enhance quality
of care and patient safety. ❙PSQH
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R E F E R E N C E S

Glaciers, midnight sun… and the freedom to enjoy it all.
Turn in any direction and Alaska will astound you with its breathtaking
beauty. Look into a nursing career with the Alaska VA Healthcare
System and Regional Office — and you will be taken aback by count-
less stories of valor. We proudly offer the latest medical technologies, a
new primary care clinic in Anchorage opening in 2009…not to mention a
joint venture with Elmendorf Air Force Base. And with your compassion
and care, you can truly express a heartfelt thanks by taking care of those
who take care of us. Enjoy the beauty…and the freedom. Join us today. 

Patient Safety Manager
As a RN, maintain and manage the Patient Safety Program including
trending and analyzing incidents across the facility, providing manage-
ment support and monitoring the quality and progress of root cause
analyses and follow-up actions. In addition, develop approaches to all
areas of care with a focus on patient safety, and train and raise aware-
ness about VHA patient safety and serve as the facility liaison to the
National Center for Patient Safety.

As a metropolitan area, Anchorage offers many big city amenities with
small town informality, four-star hotels and restaurants and a performing
arts center. We offer comprehensive benefits, including generous leave,
tuition reimbursement, a 24 percent tax deferred cost of living adjust-
ment, and Alaska has no sales or income tax. For a complete job
description and application information, please visit
www.usajobs.opm.gov, or call Robert Jerdan, HR Specialist, at:
(907) 257-5453. To apply, please send your completed application to:
Human Resources, AVAHSRO, 2925 DeBarr Road, Anchorage, 
AK 99508.

RECOGNIZE > HONOR > RESPECT

VA is an equal opportunity employer which values diversity.

I am a soldier. It is my honor to
serve my country. Now I turn to
the VA to keep that honor alive.
And I know they will.
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